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PAD-CHKS2EN

VESA Dual Plate POS Station

VESA Dual Plate POS Station
with Printer Stand, Magnetic Scanner & Card Reader Holder

and 2 Paragon Enclosures

Features:

Speci�cations:

Package includes:

Heavy-Duty
Metal Stand w/ Table Drill Holes

Flexible Universal 
VESA bracket

This countertop POS Station is a heavy-duty stand with dual VESA plates 
which attach to our two included Paragon Enclosures. It comes with a printer 

stand, a scanner holder and a universal card reader holder in order to provide 
a cohesive, efficient and compact POS system. The durable metal enclosure 
features a powerful lock and key security system as well as tilt adjustable for 

optimal viewing angles. The easily interchangeable metal bracket can be 
attached on either side of the stand for flexible adjustment. The scanner 

holder and card reader holder are easily attached on the stand & enclosures 
by magnetic pads, allowing them to be placed in different positions. The card 
reader holder is width adjustable to fit different size card readers. This stand 

provides a reserved space in the front to allow for a receipt printer option. This 
is the perfect addition for a point-of-sale location, retail store, warehouse set 

up, and more.

•Heavy-duty steel stand with a reserved space for a 
printer
•Dual VESA brackets to attach two enclosures or 
universal holders
•VESA 75mm x 75mm & 100mm x 100mm capable, for 
easy mounting to arms and other VESA equipment
•Metal Bracket that allows for various mounting 
orientations
•Width adjustable Magnetic Card Holder to fit different 
size card reader holders 
•Portrait or landscape mounting 
•Interior cable routing
•Compatible with iPad 10.2-inch (7th & 8th Genera-
tion), 11-inch iPad Pro (2018/2020), iPad Air 3 (2019), 
iPad Gen. 5 (2017), iPad Gen. 6 (2018), iPad Pro 9.7, 
iPad Pro 10.5, iPad Air Gen. 1-2, Galaxy Tab A 9.7”, 
Galaxy Tab S2 9.7”, Galaxy Tab S3 9.7”, Galaxy Tab 3 
10.1”, and Galaxy Tab 4 10.1”, Galaxy Tab A 10.1" 
(2019), Lenovo Tab 4, Surface Go, Galaxy Tab S5E

Overall Dimension: 11.6 x 6.6 x 12.1" 
Weight: 9.4lbs

(1) Steel stand with VESA plates
(2) PAD-PARAW Paragon Enclosures
(1) Metal Bracket
(1) Scanner holder
(1) Card reader holder
(1) Set of hardware

Anti-Theft
Enclosure Security

For 7-13 Inch Tablets


